TURNING
HOUSES INTO
HOMES

DESIGN GUIDE
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Design Consultation
We can now meet at the property or
online to discuss what you can achieve,
your budget and timeline. This meeting
will help you refine your brief.

Measured Survey
Before we start working on the
project we will need a 3D laser scan
of the property to ensure we are
working with accurate information.
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Desktop Study
One of our architects will carry out a
desktop study on your property,
including:
- planning restrictions and
precedents
- local regulations
- site context
- design options

Visit our
page to arrange a
free Video Design
Consultation
today!

Concept Designs
Our team will develop 3 concept ideas and present them
to you using 2D drawings, precedent images and 3D
sketches.
At this stage we will be able to take your brief and
combine this with our past experience to create some
initial concept designs that will allow us to present to you
a range of possible layouts and exterior designs. This is a
great chance for us to explore some options that you
might not have initially considered, and to ensure that we
have explored all of the options before we commit to the
final design.
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Virtual & Augmented Reality
Walk around your project virtually and see
how it will look before a single foundation
dug! See how the sun light changes during
the day or how the seasons are changing
before deciding which option works better
for you!
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PLANNING
PROCESS
Once the concept design is refined,
we will prepare all the drawings and
documentation to liaise with the
relevant local authority and any
other statutory consultees. Prior to
submission we will prepare full
planning drawings, design
statements, manage statutory
forms and coordinate the reports
from any required consultants. We
will submit a planning and/ or
permitted development application
on your behalf.
aThink Architects have extensive
local knowledge of the planning
processes in Surrey and have
experience with listed buildings,
conservation areas and greenbelt
development.
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Permitted Development
Under Permitted Development [PD]
you are allowed to extend your home
without applying for full planning
permission. You’ll be surprised at
just how much you can do to your
home under PD. We have extended
experience in PD and can talk you
through the process.
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Planning Application
Validation 2 weeks
Consultation 8 weeks
Submitting a planning application is
essentially a formal request to a
local authority for permission to
build something new or to add
something to an existing building.
It can be a lengthy process, and a
number of consultants might be
involved:
- Arboriculturist
- Ecologist
- Transport Consultant
- Heritage Consultant
and more.
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BUILDING
CONTROL

Once statutory permissions are granted, we will ensure that the full detail of the project is
adequately described in drawings, schedules and other construction and health & safety
documents. We will define the building setting out, construction detailing and building
regulation notes. The development of the technical design is a continuation of the design
process. We liaise closely and coordinate with other consultants and specialists such as
party wall surveyors and structural engineers as required. We undertake a series of client
review meetings during the preparation of this information.
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TENDER
PACK

We will explore the lighting, small power and data layouts, heating and material finishes
design. Where aspects of the project are to be managed by the client, we will make this
clear within the technical information. This ensures you have a robust technical design
suitable for tender to contractors and to be appended to your construction contract
minimising ambiguity during the build.
This will help
you get
accurate
quotes from
contractors
and avoid any
ambiguity!

Floor Finishes

Bathroom Elevations

Wall Finishes

Heating & Plumbing

Lighting and Small
Power

Kitchen Design

Co-ordination of suppliers
and specialists
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Tender Process
We will issue the tender, and
manage the responses.
Contractor evaluation and
selection undertaken by client.

ENJOY!

Your new home is ready!
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Contract Administration
We can assist with the principle
contractor appointment and the
selection of the building contract.
aThink Architects act as Contract
Administrators for our clients to
ensure that our shared vision is
delivered to meet the clients’
expectations. Our Onsite & Contract
Administration services include
administering the terms of the
building contract, responding to
contractor queries, visiting site to
monitor progress, maintaining a
project programme and managing
quality and financial claims.

GREEN

2030 Climate Challenge Targets

ARCHITECTURE
The aThink team is very passionate
about green home architecture.
Sustainable design underpins all of
our new build and home
improvement projects. Designing
green homes is not just about
reducing carbon emissions and
installing clever technologies.
Sustainable buildings provide a high
level of occupant comfort while using
very little energy for heating and
cooling. They are built with
meticulous attention to detail and
rigorous design and construction. It
all starts at the very early stages of
designing and involves fundamental
architectural principles such as
orientation, ventilation and deep
knowledge of sustainable materials.

While designing our projects, we
keep in mind the 2030 Climate
Challenge Targets, as set by the
Royal Institute of British Architects:
operational energy
embodied carbon
potable water use
health and wellbeing

Energy Balance

There are a number of ways that can
make your home more energy
balanced. Here is a simple list of
things to take into account, if any of
these sound compeling ask our team
for more details:
Adaptive reuse of demolition
materials
Reclaimed materials and fittings
Solar panels or solar roof tiles
Sustainable insulation
Green roofs and green walls
Water saving washrooms
Low carbon emission paint
Energy-efficient lighting and
appliances (e.g., ENERGY STAR®
products)

ABOUT US

CONTACT US

We are a dynamic studio delivering ambitious living spaces that combine functionality and
sustainability with elegance. We specialise in residential architecture, offering bespoke
services for home extensions, renovations and new-builds, via VR and AR technology. Based
in Walton-on-Thames, our team works with homeowners and property developers across
Surrey, London and Greece. We collaborate closely with our clients throughout every stage
of the process, from initial concept ideas, through planning and construction and aim to
deliver every project on time and on budget. We like to turn houses into homes.

www.athink.co.uk
01932553158
@ info@athink.co.uk

@athink.architects

ATHINK ARCHITECTS

